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Divided at the Edge - Measuring Performance and the Digital
Divide of Cloud Edge Data Centers
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Cloud providers are highly incentivized to reduce latency. One way they do this is by locating data centers
as close to users as possible. These “cloud edge” data centers are placed in metropolitan areas and enable
edge computing for residents of these cities. Therefore, which cities are selected to host edge data centers
determines who has the fastest access to applications requiring edge compute – creating a digital divide
between those closest and furthest from the edge. In this study we measure latency to the current and predicted
cloud edge of three major cloud providers around the world. Our measurements use the RIPE Atlas platform
targeting cloud regions, AWS Local Zones, and network optimization services that minimize the path to the
cloud edge. An analysis of the digital divide shows rising inequality as the relative difference between users
closest and farthest from cloud compute increases. We also find this inequality unfairly affects lower income
census tracts in the US. This result is extended globally using remotely sensed night time lights as a proxy for
wealth. Finally, we demonstrate that low earth orbit satellite internet can help to close this digital divide and
provide more fair access to the cloud edge.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Latency reduction is a top priority for internet applications. Amazon’s frequently-referenced
experiment [3] demonstrated a 1% loss in sales for every 100ms of increased latency, with similar
trends observed in other experiments as well [2, 16]. Not only does reducing latency lead to
more profit for service providers, but it also enables new, emerging applications with strict latency
constraints. For example, head-tracking applications, such as virtual reality and 360° video streaming,
require a response time of under 20ms to avert motion sickness [75]. Many machine learning (ML)
inference applications (e.g., speech and image recognition, large language models (LLMs), etc.) are
also latency-sensitive [38]. For instance, processing pipelines for real time video analytics may run
at 30 frames per second (FPS) [80]. In these applications, any additional milliseconds saved in latency
can enable the use of more powerful ML inference models for improved decision making [53, 95].
Similarly, large LLMs can benefit from additional latency budget to improve accuracy or reduce
energy consumption [90, 93]. These ML-based services are increasingly found on the critical path
for applications such as healthcare, search, translation and more [71, 77, 92, 97], benefiting both
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the developed countries but also increasingly more important for the developing parts of the world.
A common theme in these applications is that they are typically powered by the cloud.

To lower latency for these emerging applications, cloud providers have started offering “edge
locations” which are even closer to the end users compared to traditional data centers. This typically
entails offering compute (i.e., virtual machines - VMs) at the edges of their private cloud network,
the closest they can get to end users. From 2019 to 2023 Amazon has launched over 30 of these edge
locations, named Local Zones, around the world, with many more announced [21]. Other cloud
providers have announced plans for similar services [8, 15]. These examples of the “cloud edge”
are one version of the growing trend towards edge computing [85] that is increasingly becoming
popular in industry [20] and the research community [86]. This trend is also supported by the
rise of serverless computing [70] to combine the benefits of the edge with the scalability and ease
of use of functions as a service [1, 10, 18]. Finally, this cloud edge presents an opportunity to
support many traditional networking solutions, including support for content and service centric
networking [55–57, 64, 96].
While cloud providers are working to reduce latency, there remains a “digital divide” [11]

separating those with quality Internet access from those without. Internet access is known to affect
many aspects of a community’s socio-economic well-being [17, 49]. It has even been recognized as
a key prerequisite for many of the sustainable development goals (SDGs) [29]. A variety of factors
contribute to the digital divide, including reduced availability of ISPs [59, 63] and lack of digital
literacy [37]. Satellite internet has been able to address the technical limitations of providing access
in some of these underserved populations such as remote islands, rural areas, and underdeveloped
countries [82, 89], but issues beyond access remain.
Prior work has measured the digital divide’s effect on network download speed [81], but there

has been no systematic study of its impact on minimum cloud latency, which is becoming an
increasingly important factor in determining user experience. Distance between users and the
geographic locations of cloud data centers has been observed to be the most important factor in
determining latency [51]; therefore, we focus our study of the digital divide on minimum cloud
distance - which we term “cloud digital divide” (CDD). The data center locations, including ones
used for cloud edge, are under control of the major cloud providers. Some important questions
regarding cloud edge locations and their impact on the digital divide include: Are the cloud providers
considering the CDD in choosing these edge locations? Would the CDD increase or decrease with
these cloud locations? What can be done to potentially reduce the CDD?
In this paper, we attempt to answer these questions – we use globally distributed probes to

measure the improvements possible with the cloud edge, and combine measures of economic
well-being with edge data center locations to analyze the extent of the digital divide with respect
to cloud latency. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to measure latency reductions from
commercial cloud edge on all continents and to study how the deployment of this cloud edge affects
the digital divide in cloud infrastructure. As part of our study, we make three primary contributions:

First, we perform a measurement study on the widely used measurement platform RIPE Atlas [28]
to quantify the reduction in latency due to the cloud edge when compared to the traditional cloud
regions. To target cloud edge locations, we initially choose the Local Zone product of AWS, and then
broaden our results by using cloud routing optimization services to estimate edge latency for three
major cloud providers if they were to offer compute at the edges of their network. Our results in §4
show up to 28% latency reduction at the 80th percentile in North America. Additionally, we show
that cloud edge enables greater than 80% of probes in North America, Oceania, and Europe to achieve
under 20ms latency (which is required for head-tracking). The latency reduction in under-provisioned
continents was even higher, significantly improving the minimum cloud latency for users in these
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areas. However, there is still a large gap between these continents and more developed regions
even when using the cloud edge.

Second, in §5, we demonstrate how cloud edge affects the cloud digital divide by considering two
metrics – inequality and unfairness – which are inspired by similar metrics used in the development
economics field [41, 47]. We observe that the inequality (which we define as the ratio between
those furthest and those closest to data centers) doubles for many continents with the introduction
of the cloud edge. Oceania, in particular, has the top 90% of users over 200x further from a data
center than the bottom 10%. We then analyze the unfairness in data center distances, quantifying
the extent to which cities hosting cloud edge locations tend to have higher amounts of wealth.
This unfairly provides access to applications requiring latency under a low threshold to wealthier
populations. Despite existing biases, our results indicate decreasing unfairness as more cloud edge
compute is launched, albeit at a slow pace. Our analysis uses economic indicators including census
data [33] and night time lights [34]. We offer suggestions for how to select locations which optimize
for fairness while reaching the most users.
Lastly, we zoom in on the latency and digital divide when considering ISPs using low Earth

orbit (LEO) satellites (e.g., Starlink). We hypothesize that, just like it has improved global access to
the Internet (discussed in §2.2), it may be a promising technology to improve inequality in access
to the nearest cloud as well. This is based on intuition that delay of the satellite hop dominates
the end-to-end delay and is fairly homogeneous across the globe. Our case study in §6 focuses on
answering the following question: Can LEO Internet reduce the CDD? Through measurements
with RIPE Atlas probes using Starlink connectivity, we first show their feasibility in providing
low latency cloud access suitable for tasks requiring the edge. Next, we use a satellite network
simulator [73] to measure RTTs across the globe, and find that the differences between the top
and bottom 10% of users drops to lower than 10x. By widening the area in which low latency
applications can reach a data center, unfairness stemming from the selection of cities also greatly
declines.
These results demonstrate that the digital divide, previously observed to disadvantage commu-

nities without Internet access, now separates communities by an increasingly important metric -
minimum cloud latency. As reliance on the cloud increases for everyday tasks, and applications
such as AR [35, 36], remote work [25], and video analytics [38] require lower latency, users on
one side of this “cloud digital divide” may be left behind. We believe our work is a first step in
highlighting this issue, and provides guidance on promising technologies and deployment paths
that could help in reducing this divide. To facilitate reproducibility and follow-up work, we have
made our code available at https://github.com/TuftsNATLab/EdgeDivide

2 BACKGROUND
In this section we provide background on the technologies and concepts that are the focus of this
paper. This includes cloud data centers and their private WANs as well as satellite ISPs.

2.1 Cloud Networks
Multiple cloud providers operate large private WANs to connect their regions directly to access
ISPs and bypass the public Internet. The extent of these private WANs allow cloud providers to
reach over 76% of the Internet without using Tier-1 or 2 ISPs [40]. Due to this “flattening”, more and
more of the network path between users and cloud resources is falling under the cloud provider’s
ownership.

These private WANs are known to not have a large effect on latency within continents that have a
well provisioned public internet infrastructure [54]. However, they do offer quality advantages over
long distances [65–67]. Cloud providers offer this benefit as a commercial product. For example,
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AWS Global Accelerator [5] routes ingress through the closest AWS point of presence (PoP) [39].
The IP addresses of Global Accelerator are anycast from the AWS edge locations, similar to strategies
used by CDNs [6, 45]. Anycast addressing chooses the best endpoint based on metrics such as
number of BGP hops. This can be sub-optimal, but prior measurement studies have shown that
anycast CDNs have minimal latency inflation [74]. To further improve quality, Global Accelerator
terminates TCP connections at an edge location and proxies them over the private WAN [7].
Throughout this paper, we refer to “edge locations” as any area where the cloud provider has a PoP.

Fig. 1. Amazon’s eastern US services in-
clude LZs in major cities, linked to regions
via a private WAN and located near Global
Accelerator-hosting PoPs. Users may be
nearest to a Local Zone, a region, or a non-
computing PoP. The WAN connectivity is
illustrative, not showing actual paths.

To reduce latency beyond the limits imposed by the
physical distances of routing, cloud providers have begun
pushing data centers towards the network edge. These
new cloud edge data centers are smaller than traditional
regions, and offer a subset of services with different pric-
ing rates. Local Zones (LZs) are an AWS edge compute
product that has seen significant deployment in recent
years [21]. Each LZ is typically a new physical location
"owned, managed, and operated by AWS"[19] as opposed
to a co-location. LZs are deployed in a particular met-
ropolitan area and connected to a parent AWS region
over the private WAN. An example of this deployment
is shown in Fig 1. LZ locations (as well as regions) are a
subset of edge locations. When using a nearby LZ, data
does not need to traverse a long distance in the private
WAN, instead compute resources are located at the edge. Requests reach their destination shortly
after entering the AWS network. Hybrid workloads can still access the region from the LZ for
lower costs or greater resources. Each LZ launch is accompanied by a blog post, which we use to
determine the date they became available. The Chicago/NYC post explains these data centers were
meant for finance companies to have low latency compute [26], which suggests motivations for
choosing cities that might not take the digital divide into account.
Moving compute closer to users is an effective way of reducing latency because distance to

data centers has been observed to be the most important factor in determining latency [51]. Other
factors causing latency inflation include long fiber distances, inefficient “hairpinning” routes, and
queuing [88]. Addressing these issues can decrease latencies to the cloud, but physical distance will
still create an inherent divide and determine what applications or optimizations (eg. more complex
ML inference) are possible. For these reasons we focus on the distances in our work.

2.2 LEO Satellites
Satellite internet is already used to help bridge the digital divide and bring Internet access to people
in regions with no ground-based ICT infrastructure [89]. In some places, particularly in African
countries where home internet is less prevalent, it is used to offer Internet access to many users at
once in public places [82]. A common limitations comes from geosynchronous satellites orbiting at
over 35,000 km from Earth and therefore incurring hundreds of milliseconds RTT overhead [73].
Low Earth Orbit (LEO) satellites such as Starlink orbit less than 600 km from Earth and therefore
can support Internet with much lower latency [72]. Due to their low orbits, LEO satellites must
operate in constellations with thousands of satellites to provide full ground coverage [72]. Many
current deployments use the “bent pipe” model which forms a path from a customer satellite dish
to one satellite and back to a ground station (GS) connected to the Internet over the terrestrial
network. The satellite must be in view of both the customer and the GS. Inter-satellite links (ISLs)
create paths through multiple satellites to remove this constraint. While LEO constellations may
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have high potential, a number of challenges still exist including scalability, coverage, variability,
and affordability [50, 72, 89].

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Latency Measurements
Our latency measurements use RIPE Atlas [28], a global collection of volunteer-hosted Internet
probes and de facto standard for Internet measurements [51, 52, 60, 67]. Probes are installed in
a variety of networks, including some that are not representative of typical internet users [42].
We exclude probes with the user-provided tag 𝑑𝑎𝑡𝑎𝑐𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑟 and those in an AS belonging to AWS
(16509/14618), Azure (8075) or Google (396982). This does not guarantee exclusion of probes hosted
in privileged locations, but helps keep the results more representative of end user latency. In total
over 4.8k probes were selected for the study. We ran measurements in May 2023 and group our
results into summaries for each continent, as well as a closer look at the US–the focus of Amazon’s
initial edge compute rollout. Each measurement is configured to send 3 packets per ping/hop.
Unless otherwise noted, the measurements run 4 times every 4 hours for 4 days. Results for these
experiments are presented in §4.

US Local Zones: In the continental US, we run ping to t3-medium EC2 instances in all 16 Local
Zones and four regions - resulting in over 7.8 million data points.
Global Baseline: We launch VMs in every region for each of our target cloud providers: t3-

medium in AWS, Standard_B1ls in Azure, and e2-micro in GCP. For each probe we determine the
three lowest latency regions using 10 pings to all 100 VMs. Then, each probe measures the min
RTT to these regions over our measurement period to create a baseline for comparison with the
edge. In total over 10.3 million measurements were made to regions.
Cloud Edge Per Continent: Our edge latency measurements use the anycast IP addresses

provided by routing optimization services we launched on each cloud provider (Global Accelerator,
Azure Front Door, and Google Global HTTP Load Balancer) to determine the minimum time to
reach the private WAN. The results contain over 4 million data points. Many of the locations hosting
Global Accelerator have been announced to have LZs in the future, but some have no public plan
to offer compute. Therefore, this what-if analysis is a best case scenario to answer the question:
What if cloud providers offered compute at all their edge locations? These measurements may be
susceptible to known anycast inefficiencies which are not a factor in the baseline, but this would
only underestimate the possible latency improvements.
Global Accelerator Traceroute: Lastly, we quantify how much time is spent in the AWS

network before reaching our cloud edge endpoint. We run traceroute 4 times for all probes to AWS
Global Accelerator every 3 hours for 4 days. Resulting in over a million additional measurements.
For each hop we record the minimum RTT and lookup the ASN to determine if it is owned by
Amazon. The difference in RTT between the last hop and first Amazon hop is the time spent in the
AWS network. We also tried using the first AWS hop directly for RTT measurements, but found
these addresses do not respond to ping. The RTT values for each hop may not be monotonically
increasing because each measurement is independent and can vary due to changes such as noise or
different forward/reverse paths - resulting in negative time spent in the AWS network. This is the
same problem faced in prior studies of cloud connectivity [52]. Since we use only the minimum
RTT and a large number of measurements, the effects of noise are limited. We are left with <10% of
probes that see significantly higher RTTs to the first AWS hop than the destination.
In all cases we report the minimum RTT for each probe to reach the cloud service we are

measuring. All our experiments use ICMP. Prior work has suggested ICMP could see higher latency
than TCP due to prioritization [54]. However, prior work on cloud region latency primarily used
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ICMP for latency [46, 51, 54] and the prioritization would only under-estimate the edge performance
by providing a worst-case latency. We believe this is a fair metric to report on the improvements
possible from cloud edge.

3.2 Cloud Digital Divide
Our study of the CDD uses two metrics: inequality, I , and cloud access indicator, CAI . For this
analysis, we only consider the AWS cloud. We calculate each metric for the US as well as per-
continent. We consider how the CDD takes shape both for regional data centers only, and when
compute is offered at the edge of the network based on announced AWS edge locations. For Local
Zones that are already available, we show the change in CDD that resulted from each launch. Here
we define our metrics and list the datasets used to compute them.

I : Our inequality metric, I , is the 𝑝90 to 𝑝10 data center distance ratio, demonstrating the cloud
edge’s benefit to the fastest 10% (𝑝10) versus the slowest 10% (𝑝90). This metric is commonly used
in economics to study income [9, 91] and can be intuitively extended to data center distances. It is
a relative metric, so even if the 𝑝90 and 𝑝10 are close in value I can be high. This property captures
the advantage being close to a data center provides emerging applications such as machine learning
at the edge where extra milliseconds makes room for more accurate models. We also present the
difference in latency in Appendix (A.1) to paint a full picture.
CAI : We define Cloud Access Indicator (CAI ) to quantify cloud availability to a population.

Unlike I , this is based on a threshold, 𝜎 . Data centers closer than the threshold are considered equally
useful. This is relevant in cases where an application works equally well with any latency under a
fixed threshold. The benefits of multiple available data centers, such as capacity and resilience [22],
are also captured in our metric. For a population (𝑝) and set of data center locations (𝐿) CAI is:

𝐶𝐴𝐼 (𝑝) =
∑︁
𝑙∈𝐿

𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 (𝑝, 𝑙) (1)

𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑐ℎ𝑎𝑏𝑙𝑒 (𝑝, 𝑙) =
{
1 distance(p, 𝑙 ) <= 𝜎

0 distance(p, 𝑙 ) > 𝜎
(2)

Where the 𝑑𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 function determines the kilometers between a data center location and a
population. In §5.2 we use CAI to demonstrate how populations are unfairly disadvantaged based
on their economic status.
US census data from the American Community Survey was downloaded from ESRI Updated

Demographics [33] using ArcGIS Online [4]. US measurements are all at the census tract level and
use population as well as median income. Coordinates for each tract is from the US census TIGER
FTP archive for 2020 [32] and used to calculate distance from each tract to data centers.

Administrative 2 level boundaries define the level for all our global measurements and were
downloaded from GADM [13]. Some countries do not have boundaries available, so these were
excluded from our analysis.
Global population is from the Gridded Population of the World, v4 2020 at 15 arc-minute

resolution [61].
Remotely sensed night time lights (NTL) have been shown to be a suitable global proxy for

economic well-being and not subject to embellishment for political purposes [27, 78, 83]. We retrieve
NTL rasters from Annual VNL V2.1 [34] for the year 2020. This is a composite of monthly NTL
datasets that removes clouds, sunlight, moonlight, and other outliers. Mean NTL per administrative
2 unit is our proxy for the area’s wealth, based on findings in [78].
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3.3 LEO Satellite ISP
We evaluate how LEO satellites ISPs affect the CDD using the satellite constellation simulator,
Hypatia, introduced at IMC 2020 [73]. Our simulations use the same configuration as the original
paper: Starlink 5-shell with ISLs. We consider ground stations at each AWS edge location, and
simulate RTT from each administrative region to the three nearest regions and edge locations. The
RTTs and population per administrative region are used to calculate I with and without cloud edge
on each continent over a LEO satellite ISP.

4 CLOUD EDGE LATENCY
In this section, we present results on a RIPE Atlas measurement study to answer two questions
about cloud edge latency. First, what is the latency reduction possible from using the already
supported cloud edge data centers in the United States (§4.1)? Second, how much faster do we
expect cloud latency to be when three of the major cloud providers launch their edge compute
platforms globally (§4.2)? We find a 1.6x improvement in probes that can currently reach Amazon’s
cloud in under 20ms. Our what-if analysis of global cloud edge latency estimates a 20% to 60%
improvement per continent if cloud providers offer compute at the edge of their private WAN
globally. In §4.3 we find the what-if analysis to be accurate for ∼95% of probes in each continent.

4.1 Current U.S. Cloud Edge Latency

Fig. 2. Reductions in RIPE atlas probe
to cloud minimum latency when using
regions + Local Zones vs. regions only.
Whenmeasurement endpoints include Lo-
cal Zones, 1.6x more probes could reach
the cloud in under 20ms.

Only AWS had made their cloud edge service publicly avail-
able at the time of our experiments, and their Local Zones
were most widely deployed in the U.S. To measure expected
improvements for current applications that can use cloud
edge, we compare AWS regions only vs. all AWS data cen-
ters.

Fig 2 shows the latency improvement measured with the
methodology described in 3.1. Over 85% (greater than 1.6x
more than with regions only) of probes can reach cloud
compute in under the 20ms head-tracking threshold when
Local Zones are used in addition to regions. This result
demonstrates the large potential of cloud edge compute to
reduce latency when applications can be distributed across
multiple locations.

When each of the three major cloud providers are consid-
ered, minimum achievable latency is even further reduced,
but requires a newmeasurementmethod because launching
VMs in new edge data centers was not yet publicly available for Google Cloud or Azure.

4.2 What-If Analysis of Cloud Edge Latency Per Continent
Using the endpoints launched in routing optimization services we find the minimum latency to
cloud edge in every continent and compare with a region only baseline that consists of two rounds
of measurements. The initial set to all regions, and additional measurements to the three with
lowest latency. Only 5% of probes had lowest latency to the third data center after the second
round. Fig 3 compares minimum edge latency to the region-only baseline. Every continent has
significantly lower latency to the cloud edge than data center regions, and a few trends stand out.

First, all three continents in Fig 3a can reach the 20ms threshold for greater than 80% of probes,
which was only true for Europe in the baseline. These continents - North America, Europe, and
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(a) RTT improvements with cloud edge in
North America, Europe, and Oceania.

(b) RTT improvements with cloud edge in
Africa, South America, and Asia.

Fig. 3. Cloud edge vs. cloud regions for each continent. Fig 3b has a larger x-axis range than Fig 3a.
p80 - Baseline p80 - Edge Change p50 - Baseline p50 - Edge Change

NA 22.72 16.21 6.51 (28.65%) 12.56 8.31 4.25 (33.84%)
EU 17.64 12.9 4.74 (26.87%) 10.92 7.04 3.88 (35.53%)
OC 36.01 15.98 20.03 (55.62%) 16.05 6.94 9.11 (56.76%)
AS 44.65 34.79 9.86 (22.08%) 10.65 6.78 3.87 (36.34%)
SA 50.18 24.47 25.71 (51.24%) 25.5 11.37 14.13 (55.41%)
AF 72.29 41.56 30.73 (42.51%) 43.09 17.76 25.33 (58.78%)

Table 1. Summary of speedups from using cloud edge on each continent. All measurements are in milliseconds.

Oceania, have sufficient cloud edge infrastructure to support new applications that require the
cloud edge for many users. However, as we’ll see in §5.1.2, there can still be high proportions of the
population without a nearby cloud edge.

Fig. 4. CDF (top 25%) of latency differ-
ence between the first Amazon hop and
Global Accelerator. Long tails indicate re-
gions where our method does not capture
the lowest possible latency, implying fur-
ther latency reductions in a completed cloud
edge deployment.

Second, Oceania is particularly notable for the dramatic
improvement. New Zealand did not have a data center
in the baseline, and inter-country latency was high. We
ran traceroute from New Zealand probes to regions in
Australia and observed relatively long latencies which
would require traversing an undersea cable. The cloud
edge does include data centers within the island, and sub
20ms latency is achievable.

Lastly, we see in Fig 3b that the other three continents
- Asia, South America, and Africa, see even higher im-
provements, but also a large gap between the fastest and
slowest probes. Each of these continents have a greater
baseline p80 latency than any of the other three conti-
nents, and Fig 3b has a larger x-axis range to reflect this.
Using the cloud edge makes the median more comparable
to the other three continents. In fact, it is consistently
under the 20ms threshold. However, the 80th percentile
is still significantly slower and cannot support emerging edge applications. Africa’s CDF stands
out as a bi-modal shape, with about 50% reaching the cloud edge in 20ms and another 40% taking
>40ms. This indicates a still under-provisioned region that has no nearby cloud edge but high
population. We’ll return to this idea in §5.1 when demonstrating the unequal access between the
top and bottom percentiles. Detailed results for each continent’s median and p80, as well as absolute
and relative differences between edge and regions, are shown in Table 1.
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(a) Initial (b) Los Angeles, CA (c) Austin, TX

Cities p10 p90 I
Initial 114 1974 17
L.A. 51 1906 37

Austin 97 1325 13

Fig. 5. Toy example of different metrics for inequality. 5a starts with a data center in San Francisco and New
York City where I = 17.3. 5b adds a location in Los Angeles - where a data center was already nearby - and
more than halves the p10 as well as increases I. 5c adds a location in Austin, TX which greatly reduces the
distance to a data center for users who were already far, reducing the inequality metric, I.

4.3 Private WAN Extent
Finally, we look for exceptions to our assumption that AWS’s Global Accelerator [5] can be used to
measure the cloud edge. While all Global Accelerator servers are within Amazon’s network and
are meant to minimize latency, there still could be other factors preventing the Global Accelerator
endpoint from being the closest AWS infrastructure to a probe. For example, cloud PoPs may exist
in an area to extend the private WAN but not offer Global Accelerator yet due to an incomplete
deployment. In this case, traceroute between probes and Global Accelerator would contain extra
hops not necessary if compute was offered at the private WAN edge. These cases are a limitation in
our what-if analysis of the cloud edge, and cause an under-estimation of the speedups.

Fig 4 plots CDFs of the time spent in Amazon’s network for probes on each continent. Only ∼5%
of each continent show a significant time in the private WAN, with the exception of Asia’s ∼10%.
Note the y-axis is clipped to the top 25% to zoom in on the relevant area. As discussed in 3.1, less
than 10% were significantly negative (under -1ms). This can be caused by asymmetric paths, when
earlier hops do not reduce RTT even though they appear closer on the forward path. Plotting the
probes with high RTT in the AWS network geographically (not shown for brevity) reveals a few
clusters, including the Philippines in Asia, where the private WAN exists but there are no Global
Accelerator endpoints. There is a planned LZ in Manila, but latency from nearby probes were
consistent with the distance to the Hong Kong region. When the new LZ is available, we expect
these probes to have lower latency than predicted by our what-if analysis. A few of the largest
results in the long tail were due to probes in Georgia and Kazakhstan with under 5ms RTT to the
first AWS hop, but 30-100ms to the final hop. This also indicates the private WAN is near these
probes, but covers a large area to the closest Global Accelerator location. Despite these instances,
we don’t expect this to influence the main results as it is isolated to a few locations with low density
of probes.

5 CLOUD DIGITAL DIVIDE
With the deployment of cloud edge, we already measured a divide between continents having fast
cloud access such as North America, Europe, and Oceania and those with significantly higher RTT
(§4). In this section, we analyze the prevalence of a cloud digital divide within continents from two
perspectives, using demographic data rather than active probing (such as RIPE Atlas in §4).

First, by treating edge data centers as general purpose compute that can be used from anywhere,
we show the existence of a widening gap between those who are closest to a data center and those
who are furthest. This is the typical way cloud regions are used, but LZs are marketed as a service
to be used from the same city as the data center. However, we believe this is not a fundamental
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technical limitation, but a common current use case due to the higher costs of Local Zones. We
show in §5.1 the inequality in data center access is exacerbated by the expansion of edge locations.

Second, we juxtapose data center distance with economic indicators to show an unfairness. This
analysis uses the fact that some applications require low latency from edge data centers in the
same city, which we show in §5.2 to typically be cities with higher amounts of wealth. Despite
observing unfairness, we also find the amount of unfairness is gradually decreasing as cloud edge
is expanded to more regions.

5.1 Inequality in the Edge
Inequality in cloud access occurs when there are significant differences in minimum latency to data
centers. The most important factor in determining minimum latency is typically distance [54], and
reducing distance is the primary advantage of deploying new edge data centers.

Fig. 6. CDF of minimum distance to
regions, regions or Local Zones, and
all AWS edge locations, including ones
with no compute.

Fig 5 presents a toy example illustrating our method of
calculating inequality, using data center locations in the US.
Fig 5a shows distances to the initial data center locations in
San Francisco and New York City. Fig 5b adds a new data
center in Los Angeles. This location increases inequality by
reducing distances for locations that were already relatively
close to a data center (𝑝10), but not for the 𝑝90. Fig 5c decreases
inequality by placing a new data center in Austin - decreasing
distances for the furthest population.

5.1.1 US Inequality. As more Amazon edge locations have
been added in the US, inequality has been rising. Fig 6 demon-
strates this with the min-distance CDF and I (3.2) for different
data center distributions. With all regions I = 9.1. In this case
users in the 90th percentile are less than 10x further from a
data center than users in the 10th percentile. With LZs and data center regions, that number rises
to 22.6. Jacksonville, Florida is the only edge location in the US that does not already have a Local
Zone. This city is relatively close to others with data centers such as Miami and Atlanta, explaining
the slight increase in inequality to 26.3 that we expect if it gets a data center.

Fig. 7. I as new LZs are launched. The
trend is increasing, a few which re-
sulted in sharp decreases are anno-
tated.

New data centers at the cloud edge can only decrease the
minimum cloud distance, but they often launch relatively
nearby existing data centers causing the overall inequality
to increase. The CDFs in Fig 6 demonstrate this trend. When
edge locations are included, the closest users get even closer,
but the users furthest from data centers are left on a relatively
longer tail. The absolute distance change is still dramatic for
the p90, from over 1400km to less than 400km. However, there
is a nearly 30x gap.

Fig 7 illustrates the change in inequality with each new LZ
launch – most of these cases increase the 𝑝90/𝑝10 with some
exceptions including Houston, Miami and Atlanta. These cities
were much further from existing data centers. The trend points
to decreasing latency for an increasing proportion of people
while some users are left behind and won’t be able to access the same low-latency applications as
the rest of the country, widening the CDD.
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Fig. 8. Change in I per continent as
new LZs are launched. For all con-
tinents the inequality has increased
since the first launch of a LZ.

5.1.2 World Inequality. Globally, the deployment of Local
Zones is not yet complete, but we use announced locations
and existing edge locations to see how inequality will increase
as more are launched. Fig 8 shows the change in I for the LZs
which are available. For all continents it has increased since
the first LZ was introduced. One of the largest jumps was
Oceania, which added new locations in Australia and New
Zealand. This greatly decreased latency for many in those
countries, but did little to help other islands that were already
far from AWS regions. There is also a recent slight drop in
North America with the first location added inMexico, helping
reduce I by lowering distance for people who were previously
located much further away from data centers.

While the 𝑝90/𝑝10 looks at differences in the extremes, we
can also examine other ratios to see if the increasing trend still applies. Fig 9 plots 𝑝90/𝑝10 as well
as 𝑝80/𝑝20 for each continent when considering all edge locations (included announced but not
launched LZs) and regions only. This gives us an idea of how inequality will change when more
Local Zones launch at the edge. Both the 𝑝90/𝑝10 and 𝑝80/𝑝20 increase with the addition of edge
locations in every continent, which we will see is not the case for satellite networks in §6.

5.2 Unfairness in the Edge
While inequalities measure the difference between the closest and furthest populations, unfairness
occurs when the furthest populations have this disadvantage due to factors beyond their control.
The digital divide has been shown to unfairly affect communities based on attributes including
race [63] and poverty [81]. We use a measure of unfairness commonly used for measuring health,
the concentration index, to show unfairness in data center locations. This requires defining a metric
analogous to those used in health, e.g. life expectancy or number of hospitals. Our metric, cloud
access indicator (CAI) (§3.2) captures the availability of edge data centers to serve applications
requiring a latency threshold.

Fig. 9. Inequality increases
when compute is expanded to
edge locations

5.2.1 Concentration Index. Concentration curves are used to assess
unfairness in a health metric by demonstrating the relationship be-
tween the chosen metric and a socio-economic attribute. The curve
is defined as the cumulative percentage of the health metric on the
y-axis, and the cumulative percentage of population, ranked by socio-
economic attribute (income), on the x-axis [79]. The concentration
index (CI) quantifies unfairness and is defined as twice the area be-
tween the line of equality (y=x) and the concentration curve [79]. This
statistic has been used in previous studies to demonstrate unfairness
in resource distribution related to health [41, 47], but to the best of our
knowledge has not previously been applied to data center locations.
By varying the parameter 𝜎 in CAI, we can measure fairness for

different cloud applications. Applications requiring low latency (eg.
20ms for head tracking) will need a lower 𝜎 . Due to the ∼300km/ms
speed of light, the minimum distance that can support 20ms RTT
is 3000km. However, previous work has shown internet speeds when fetching web pages to be
34x (p50) to 169x (p90) inflated over the speed of light [88]. Therefore, we optimistically assume
34x inflation and set 𝜎 = 88𝑘𝑚 since applications with strict requirements are likely to be more
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(a) Population (b) Median income (c) CAI using all US regions and
Local Zones

Fig. 10. variables per census tract used to calculate concentration curves in the U.S.

optimized than the slowest web pages. In §6 we show how satellite networks let us use a larger 𝜎
and how this changes the results.

A completely fair CI has a value of 0, occurring when the entire population has an equal number of
data centers within 𝜎 . The maximum unfairness favoring high income communities is 1, occurring
when only the highest income person has nearby data center access. The concentration curve can
also be above the line of equality, which is unfairness favoring low income communities and a
negative CI.

5.2.2 U.S. Unfairness. We perform our analysis using 3 variables per census tract within the
continental US: population, median income, and CAI. Fig 10 shows maps of each variable. We
consider cases of data center locations in AWS regions, regions and Local Zones, and edge locations.

Fig. 11. Concentration curves for re-
gions and LZs.

In all three cases, there is a greater availability of data center
resources in higher income communities, creating unfairness.
This is graphically represented in Fig 11with the concentration
curve below the line of equality. The cloud edge does help
reduce this unfairness, due to additional cities with local zones
containing lower income census tracts. The CI for regions is
0.41, for regions + Local Zones it is 0.21, and for the additional
city with an edge location it is 0.23.

The deployment of data centers is already unfair before any
locations are added on the network edge. A main contributor
to this is the us-west-1 region which is located in silicon valley
- containing many of the census tracts with the highest median
incomes. In §5.3 we elaborate on this with comparisons among
major US cities. Local Zones are not particularly fair locations, they are just more fair than this
unfair starting point of regions. Fig 12 illustrates the change in CI as more data centers locations
are added. This plot compares LZ deployments (the blue lines), and a hypothetical deployment
that adds the lowest income US cities [23] (orange lines). The solid lines include the 4 US regions,
and the dashed lines are new locations only. The Local Zone only line shows that each city keeps
the CI around 0.2. As more Local Zones are added to the region locations, the CI approaches this
value. However, the hypothetical low income city deployment demonstrates that a lower CI can
be achieved. Without regions, there is a large gap between the fairness of these two deployment
strategies. When the lowest income cities are included in the region locations, CI does not diverge
from the LZ value until about eight cities are added, overcoming the unfairness of the initial regions.

5.2.3 Global Unfairness. Globally our night time light (NTL) dataset is used in place of income, and
we again see unfairness on each continent favoring higher income areas because the concentration
curves are below the line of equality. Fig 13a shows these concentration curves for each continent
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(a) Concentration Curves for AWS
Regions Only

(b) Concentration Curves for all
AWS Edge Locations

(c) Change in CI when each new LZ
is launched

Fig. 13. Concentration curves and the concentration index for each continent

when only considering AWS regions. Africa has the highest CI, 0.93, due to its only data center
region being in an area within the 90th percentile of NTL. Fig 13b expanded the data centers
considered to include all edge locations and Local Zones. The 3 additional locations in Africa at the
network edge drops CI to 0.69. This is similar to what we saw when Local Zones were added in the
US.

Fig. 12. CI change as new data centers
are added.

However, there isn’t always a reduction in CI as new data
center locations are added. North America in particular, which
has the lowest region-only CI, has a higher CIwith Local Zones.
This can be explained by Fig 13c, which shows the change in
CI per-continent as new data centers are added, starting with
the first LZ in Los Angeles. This causes a jump in CI since
many people in a high NTL area are within the threshold, 𝜎 ,
to a data center. Overall, we see similar global trends with
NTL as we saw in the US with income - new locations tend
to decrease the CI, but the unfairness is still high. The largest
decrease is observed in Africa with the recent launch of a data
center in Lagos, Nigeria.

The changes in CI with each launch also demonstrate the per-region rollout that new locations
have been following. The first half of new locations are primarily in the US. Not until all the US
locations are launched do we see Europe start to gain new locations, and only after these launched
we see significant activity in the rest of the world. There is a gap between the CI values of continents
with more developed networking infrastructure (North America, Europe, and Oceania) and the
continents that have historically received lower investments in networking infrastructure (Asia,
Africa and South America). Globally, unfairness is still very high. Since the first Local Zone it has
reached a maximum of 0.73, and is now only slightly lower at 0.65. While countries or continents
with more investments from cloud providers are getting more fair, there are still high levels of
unfairness globally.

5.3 Optimal selection
Cloud providers may try to target cities with the highest population rather than minimizing
unfairness. Next, we demonstrate a strategy to optimize for both.With our framework for evaluating
fairness, we treat this as a multi-objective optimization problem trading off fairness and number of
users. We used GeoNames [14] to list the 200 most populated US cities (excluding any less than
𝜎 from a previously considered city). Using the same methods as §5.2.2 we find Pareto-optimal
cities which lie on the front of high population but low concentration index. While a negative CI is
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still unfair (0 is maximum fairness) the cities with a negative CI help balance the high CI from the
largest population cities. Fig 14 illustrates this Pareto-optimal selection of cities, as well as the ones
actually used for Local Zones and AWS regions.

Fig. 14. Trade-off between population cover-
age and concentration index for the largest
US cities and AWS data centers. Pareto op-
timal cities are marked.

Most of the largest population cities have data centers,
with a few exceptions that are very close to others with
data centers. For example,Washington D.C. and Riverside,
CA are near existing data centers in Northern Virginia
and Los Angeles. The majority of AWS locations have
a CI > 0, again demonstrating an unfairness that gives
higher income communities closer access to data centers.
There are 2 cities on the Pareto front that cover more
population than multiple existing locations, but do not
have an AWS data center: Tampa and Orlando. Either of
these cities could have been selected in place of a city
currently hosting an AWS data center to provide greater
than or equal population coverage within 𝜎 while being
more fair. This analysis covers just one possible trade-off
between desirable metrics for edge locations, AWS likely
has their own metrics to optimize for which is why the
current Local Zones are not launched in cities that best improve this aspect of the CDD.

6 CASE STUDY LEO SATELLITE ISP
Satellite internet presents a solution for providing Internet access where it is not practical to deploy
traditional fiber networks and can help bridge the digital divide in these areas (as explained in §2.2).
Due to their increasing popularity in underserved regions, a discussion of the cloud’s digital divide
would not be complete without looking at it from the perspective of satellite ISPs. In this section,
we focus specifically on a new class of satellite internet - low earth orbit (LEO) satellites.

Internet from LEO satellite constellations can already provide low-latency access to the cloud
edge. The RTT to reach Amazon’s edge network using Global Accelerator is comparable to the
latency spent until the end of the satellite hop - when packets reach the ground station. This result
is shown in Fig 15a which plots CDFs of RTT to the ground stations and endpoints of Amazon’s
edge network and regions. Latency to regions are considerably longer which is due to time spent in
the private WAN. This tells us satellite ground stations are geographically close and well connected
to cloud edge data centers.
Our measurements consisted of 9k traceroutes from all 42 RIPE Atlas probes on the Starlink

network (identified using ASN) targeting the Global Accelerator IP address and VMs in AWS regions
used in our earlier experiments. Starlink uses a carrier-grade network address translation (NAT) at
the exit of the satellite link [76], which allows us to identify the satellite portion of the latency as the
100.64.0.1 hop in the traceroute. These probes are only in North America, Europe, and Oceania - the
same continents with the best performing network infrastructure from our previous measurements.
At the time of our experiments there was limited deployment in other continents, with coverage
expected to expand as more ground stations are built.

While minimum RTT is currently above the 20ms threshold for more than half of the probes, it
is expected to drop. Due to the satellites’ low orbit, speed of light constraints limit the RTT to only
∼7ms. In practice latency will be higher, yet is expected to be under 10ms [31], low enough to be a
promising option for new low latency applications running on edge networks.
The minimum RTT we observed is very consistent, with 10ms difference between the fastest

and slowest probe. This is due to consistent paths for most probes, regardless of location. Each
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(a) Starlink latency. Ground station
latency for both regions and the
edge is similar to the total RTT for
the edge.

(b) Unfairness tends to decrease as
𝜎 increases because each data cen-
ter can be used by a larger popula-
tion.

(c) Overall inequality is
much lower than ground
distances, in many cases the
edge reduces inequality.

Fig. 15. Case study of results using LEO satellite ISPs

path consists of the local network to satellite dish, satellite hop, and the ground station to AWS.
Ideally the local network has minimal latency, and we observe the ground stations to be close to
cloud edge networks. Based on the traceroute IP path, 80% of our probes could reach Amazon’s
edge without using another Autonomous System, confirming the homogeneity of this network
across different geographies.

This similarity guides our intuition that LEO satellite networks can provide equal and fair access
to all. Fig 15c shows I calculated for regions and edge locations accessed over the simulated LEO
satellite network. In many continents, the expansion of cloud edge computing actually reduces the
inequality for this scenario, in contrast to the previous evaluation where it always increased.

Satellites can also reach a large area with low delay. A single satellite covers a ground area with a
radius of 900km [68]. Furthermore, ISLs lower latency due to direct line of sight between satellites
and the speed of light in space being faster than in fiber [68]. In this case, a single edge data center
can provide low latency access to a wider area, changing our choice of 𝜎 = 88𝑘𝑚 in §5.2. Fig 15b
plots the CI as 𝜎 is increased. In general, the value approaches 0 (perfect fairness) the more we can
increase 𝜎 . An ideal speed of light internet can reach 3000km with a 20ms RTT, but even 1/3 of
that results in much more fair access to cloud compute.

7 RELATEDWORK
7.1 Cloud and Edge Latency
Many previous measurement studies of cloud access latency have focused on traditional cloud
regions. Corneo et al. used RIPE Atlas probes to measure the global latency to the cloud [51]. They
found that North America, Europe, and Oceania have sufficient data center infrastructure to support
emerging applications, but other continents require additional investment. Dang et al. performed
a similar study using SpeedChecker [30], which demonstrated much higher latency to the cloud
when using wireless probes (Wi-Fi and LTE) [54]. We quantify the improvement from cloud edge by
measuring latency to the private WAN, and finding a >50% latency reduction for many continents.
We also show how this improvement is not equal, and new edge deployment favors areas that had
relatively good prior coverage.

Prior work that does quantify edge compute has primarily covered hypothetical deployments or
focused on one region. Corneo et al. use traceroutes from RIPE Atlas probes to cloud data centers in
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the US to identify routers best suited for nearby edge locations [52]. They find cloud edge latency
improvements of up to 30% ( ∼3ms absolute difference). Their study does not extend to other
countries, but the authors suggest Europe and Oceania would see similar reductions while other
continents have more to gain. We confirmed their US findings in our North America measurements
from §4.2, but also find large improvements in Oceania due to the additional data centers in New
Zealand, which are not present in our baseline.
Previous studies have also targeted 6k+ Akamai edge servers, more prevalent than the cloud

edge in our measurements, to show these servers are lower latency than cloud data centers for over
90% of probes [46]. We take a different approach by quantifying p80/p50 latency improvements
with a focus on reaching thresholds that enable new applications. Additionally, Alibaba’s edge
compute service in China was compared to their cloud compute service based on factors including
latency and application QoE [94]. To the best of our knowledge, there have not been prior global
measurement studies on latency to commercially available cloud edge.

Recent work has also measured performance characteristics of networks between public clouds.
Rotman et al. measure latency between cloud regions of the same three cloud providers as our
measurements [84]. The Skyplane system [69] optimizes large transfers between cloud regions by
measuring the highest bandwidth path. In both cases, these measurements are for inter-cloud links,
while we focus on the edge connecting users to cloud networks.

7.2 Internet Access Inequality
Prior work has studied the availability, or lack thereof, of ISPs at the level of US counties [59].
Additionally, examining Internet providers in LA has shown that low income and minority census
blocks have less access to broadband upgrades - demonstrating the inequality in Internet access is
unfairly leaving these communities behind [63]. Paul et al. conducted a study across California using
crowdsourced speed measurements to show how several demographic attributes such as income
and education relate to internet quality, not just access [81]. Previous work has also surveyed digital
literacy in developing countries, which contributes to the digital divide [37]. Our study uses global
demographic data to characterize the unfairness in data center locations - which determines the
minimum latency for cloud applications and introduces this metric as a new aspect affecting the
digital divide. Finally, other work in the context of developing regions have looked at performance
implications of free services [58, 87].

8 DISCUSSION
Compute Inside Satellite Networks. Our work demonstrates the selection of cities for cloud
edge data centers creates a CDD and as new applications are developed we expect the consequences
of this divide to result in unfair access to technologies that support health, education, or economic
activity. This observation may be used to motivate deployments of new networks such as satellite
ISPs, as was highlighted in the case study. These networks help level the playing field but the
resulting latency (which is similar for all users) may be too high for certain applications such as
when sub-millisecond latency matters [43]. However, there have been other proposed systems such
as allowing compute to move with satellites rather than be fixed in one place [44] which we expect
to help reduce inequalities and latency.

Other Considerations in Data Center Selection. There are other aspects to data center loca-
tions that affect the CDD which we plan to consider in future work. For instance, data sovereignty
laws including GDPR may require applications to run in select countries, limiting availability of
edge compute. There are also sustainability concerns when selecting a data center region such
as the carbon intensity of the local electric grid and the environmental impact of construction.
Providing cloud services without exceeding emission targets may further limit available data center
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locations. Networking infrastructure can also affect cloud latency, and has been shown to cause
high intra-continent latencies in Africa that are a barrier to adopting cloud computing [48, 62].
This infrastructure can be improved through dedicated links such as Direct Connect [12] and
Megaport [24]; however, they could also further the CDD if available only in areas with relatively
low latency.

Recommendations Our study reveals the impact of CDD to be increasing with the adoption of
cloud edge. Based on this we have recommendations for developers, cloud providers, and regulators.
Developers: To avoid applications using the cloud edge only being available to those with the

lowest latency, we recommend developers design user interactions that are adaptive to various
network conditions. This has been noted before in the context of AR [36], and we suggest designing
with latency variations in mind improves usability of applications across the CDD.

Cloud providers: We recommend cloud providers measure the CDD when prioritizing new data
center locations. This metric is only one of many factors affecting location selection, but without
measurements it is difficult to improve the status quo - so we suggest cloud providers keep track of
how their decisions affect these metrics.
Regulators: For regulators, we suggest considering the CDD as one aspect in a framework for

evaluating investments in data centers and internet infrastructure. This could take many forms
including incentives for bringing cloud services closer to underserved communities, or deployment
of satellite networks as an ISP that improves fairness.

9 CONCLUSION
Our study quantifies the current and expected latency improvements with the cloud edge. The cloud
edge is not serving everyone equally, and widens the CDD between those with closest and furthest
data centers. Furthermore, we measure the locations selected for data centers to demonstrate
unfairness. Using census datasets and NTL satellite images, we show the high concentration of
data centers in high income communities, even while cities with higher populations are lacking
data centers. We believe our work looks at the digital divide from a new and important perspective
– latency to the nearest cloud location – and provides guidance on promising technologies and
deployment paths that could help in reducing the cloud digital divide.
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A APPENDIX
A.1 Reduction in p90 and p10 values

Continent Region Edge
p10 p90 p10 p90

Oceania 41 3209 10 2573
Africa 1385 3914 281 1807
Europe 104 1842 23 1274
North America 219 2811 23 1147
South America 309 3864 22 1776
Asia 175 1569 60 871

Table 2. Values of 𝑝10 and 𝑝90 in kilometers.

In §5.1.2 we showed how edge data centers increase the in-
equality, I . Despite this increase in the relative difference
between 𝑝90 and 𝑝10, both decrease when considering
edge data centers. Table A.1 demonstrates the improve-
ments to both percentiles provided by cloud edge. The
minimum distance to a data center drops substantially,
with over 2000km reductions at the 𝑝90 for two conti-
nents.

Continent Region Edge
p10 p90 p10 p90

Oceania 7.64 44.86 7.03 25.09
Africa 10.65 55.31 9.51 47.28
Europe 7.34 24.9 7.17 24.1
North America 7.84 25.55 7.73 23.49
South America 8.61 72.12 8.34 36.57
Asia 9.55 60.99 9.41 60.5

Table 3. Values of p10 and p90 RTT in mil-
liseconds from the Starlink simulations used
to calculate I for each continent.

Table 3 presents the 𝑝90 and 𝑝10 values from our LEO
simulations in §6. In this scenario the higher latencies
(𝑝90) are the ones most affected by the expansion of cloud
edge. This follows from our intuition that the satellite
hop will dominate the latency. The data also confirms the
lower bound does not change much (due to the Earth to
satellite hop) and the RTT can be low enough to support
emerging edge applications.
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